[Value of early somatosensory evoked potentials in intubated and mechanically ventilated patients with craniocerebral trauma].
The objective of this study was to evaluate the prognostic value of early somatosensory evoked potentials (SEP) in patients with brain injury. A total of 85 patients who had been intubated and mechanically ventilated were investigated retrospectively. The results were compared to the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS). The Glasgow Coma Scale as determined by the emergency doctor at the accident site, an SEP score, and the outcome of the patient were compared. There was no correlation of the Glasgow Coma Scale with the outcome. Probably the reason for this finding is the short interval of time between accident and evaluation of the GCS so that an awakening of the patient a short time after the accident is not reflected by the GCS. On the other hand, there was a significant correlation of the SEP score in the first examination after the accident with the outcome (p<0.001). SEP gave no false pessimistic prognoses. All patients without cortical responses either in one hemisphere or both hemispheres remained in coma vigile or died because of their brain injury. If cortical responses over both hemispheres remained normal, it was highly probable that the patients were later not severely handicapped. A reliable prognosis based on SEP is possible at a time when the clinical examination of the patient is limited due to sedating drugs. Repetitive examinations can monitor the course of recovery and correct false optimistic prognoses. The method may be applied at bedside and requires minimal time and little financial effort.